of Lead with 750 such in use
lately at South Temper
and that as of 1832
then was a Lead
Part 71,

179. Gain of weight in grains when cultivated in France - certain effects of climate.

200. Jefferson on no good for change of seed.
202. Improved by use of experiment and selection.

216. Bad seed producing equally good plant with good seed, contrary to usual practice in France.

224. Effect of climate on habit of wheat.
35. What left to a modified then garden vegetable - contrast with Gallic - Certain not a common variation.
37. What must have been ready when it was when first cultivated.

45. Rubus has acted 30 years 154-160 var. 1 in keeping with, want in seed itself.

49. Will out April, Journal Agric. 1911. 2. Part 2.

76. 322. var.
78. Oleander begins when to come on.

80. Think wheat propagated with cross flowers.
83. has never been hybrid, below in 106-109 can.

84. Egyptian v4. 2" for French.
89. Vilmos on mental.

94. Argue of what changed the wild, 50 mixed all was.
97. Does not yet the to ignore selection.
101. Grain for Egypt a 1903. 1 not unimportant
107. Has it all been for commoner vars, he is.

has thought that what was at first as how
108. contrast varieties of when to sligh